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ABSTRACT The main limitation of magnetic gears is their relatively low torque density. Therefore, a novel
structured high torque density magnetic-geared permanent magnet (MGPM) machine, which combines the
advantages of a conventional MGPM machine and magnetic gear to enhance the torque considerably and
achieve low-speed high-torque operation, is proposed in this study. However, there are different structures
for increasing torque of a machine. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
structure, it is compared with other structures, using the finite element method. Moreover, the proposed
MGPM machine can transmit an additional 42.3% of torque density when compared with the conventional
MGPM machine of the same size.

INDEX TERMS Bi-directional fluxmodulating, bread-loaf shaped permanent magnet, dual-layer permanent
magnet excitations, electrical continuously variable transmission (E-CVT), Halbach permanent magnet
arrays, MGPM machine, torque density.

I. INTRODUCTION
Gearboxes play an important role in different industries, as a
transferring torque from input to output side [1]. Despite
having several merits, such as high torque density,
the mechanical gears have some limitations [2]. One of
the main limitations is that substantial frictional forces in
mechanical gears are produced betweenmeshing teeth, which
leads to wear and breakage. Furthermore, disadvantages, such
as need for lubrication and cooling, low life expectancy,
low efficiency, and large dimensions have led to a new
approach for gearboxes [3]–[5]. This new approach employs
magnetic materials on the structure of the gears, which is
called ‘‘magnetic gear’’ [6]–[8].

In general, the rudimentary magnetic gear topologies orig-
inate from mechanical gear topologies. In this way, the slots
and teeth in the mechanical gears are replaced with the
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N and S poles of the permanent magnet (PM) in mag-
netic gears, respectively [9], [10]. In all magnetic gears,
the torque is transmitted via interaction of modulated mag-
netic fields instead of mechanical teeth [11], [12]. Moreover,
the magnetic gears have advantages, such as physical isola-
tion between input and output shaft, low noise, maintenance
free, high reliability, and inherent overload protection, which
plays an important role in wind turbines during a storm [6],
[13]–[16]. Therefore, magnetic gears improve reliability and
reduce maintenance costs.

In spite of their advantages over mechanical gears, mag-
netic gears have some disadvantages. In general, the biggest
issue of the magnetic gears is the torque density. Therefore,
studies [17]–[24] proposed various structures in order to
increase the torque.

First, one of the structures integrates the magnetic gear
with the PM brushless motor, which increases the torque
density. The inner rotor of the magnetic gear is removed, and
it benefits from the stator winding instead of the inner rotor;
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FIGURE 1. Structure of DL-MGPM machine.

this structure is referred to as the magnetic-geared permanent
magnet (MGPM) machine [20], [25], [26]. In addition, this
structure reduces the dimensions and the overall weight of the
magnetic gear [27]. Second, torque density can be increased
by insertion of the PMs inside the rotor, which is referred to as
the interior permanent magnet (IPM) [28]–[32]. In addition,
the other way of enhancement of the torque density is to
change magnetization directions of PMs based on the Hal-
bach PM arrays [33]–[35]. This structure increases the torque
density and reduces torque ripple [17], [36, [37]. Finally,
torque density can be increased by employing the PMs on
both the inner and outer rotors; this structure is referred to
as the dual layer-MGPM (DL-MGPM) machine [38], [39].
As shown in Fig. 1, in the DL-MGPMmachine, PMs on both
rotors have the same mag-netization directions. In this struc-
ture, a stronger coupling of the magnetic field between the
rotor PMs and the current of armature is engendered, which
leads to increasing torque density. However, this structure
has high torque ripple, which is a major disadvantage of the
structure [40].

Therefore, to address this problem, a useful structured
MGPM machine is proposed in this study. The proposed
structure overcomes the drawbacks of the previous struc-
tures and can achieve low-speed high-torque operation.
Furthermore, the electric continuous variable transmission
system (E-CVT) can be achieved with the proposed structure,
which is useful in a broad spectrum of industry and applica-
tion [41], such as hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) [42]–[44]
and marine [45].

The purpose of this study is to propose a novel struc-
ture of MGPM machine based on the professional inte-
gration of the three topologies of the Halbach PM arrays,
the dual-layer PM excitations, and Bread-Loaf-shaped PM.
By applying these structures, the waveform of the magnetic
field becomes closer to the sinusoidal wave, resulting in a
stronger and more effective coupling between the generated
magnetic fields. Subsequently, the proposed structure con-
siderably enhances the torque density and decreases torque
ripple.

II. GENERAL TOPOLOGY OF NOVEL STRUCTURE OF
MGPM MACHINE
The proposed structure combines the advantages of Halbach
PM arrays, the Bread-Loaf shaped PM, and the DL-MGPM

FIGURE 2. Structure of MGPM: (a) HDL-MGPM (b) 3D illustration of
HDL-MGPM.

machine, which is referred to as the Halbach PM arrays dual
layer-MGPM (HDL-MGPM) machine. This structure and its
3D view are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.

A. STRUCTURE OF THE DL-MGPM MACHINE
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the PMs and steel pole pieces of this
structure are placed in the rotors next to one another, which
create the PM-steel pole piece array. This structure causes
the inner rotor to create two types of magnetic fields in the
inner and outer air gap via inner rotor PMs and steel pole
pieces, simultaneously: modulated magnetic field via inner
rotor steel pole pieces and excited magnetic field via inner
rotor PMs. Thus, the outer rotor has this PM-steel pole piece
array. Then, this array acts similar to the inner rotor array.
Therefore, both the inner and outer rotors modulate the mag-
netic fields simultaneously, which is called bi-directional flux
modulating effect. Moreover, the bi-directional flux modu-
lating effect leads to strong coupling between the magnetic
fields in the air gaps [40].

B. STRUCTURE OF THE HALBACH PM ARRAYS
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the magnetic fluxes are concentrated
on one side, even though the magnetic fluxes in the other
side are dispersed. Hence, the Halbach PM array augments
the magnetic fields in the air gaps and reduces the strength
of magnetic fields in the core of the rotor. This structure
increases torque density and decreases the torque ripple
drastically [17].

C. BREAD- LOAF-SHAPED PM MODEL
As shown in Fig. 3(c), the shape of the PMs is changed;
the thickness of the edges of the PMs is reduced. This
structure reduces the torque ripple and peak cogging torque.
Furthermore, the peak back-emf remains approximately con-
stant [46]–[49].

In the dual-layer PM excitations, rotor steel pole pieces
modulate the magnetic fields as follows [40]:

1) First, the inner rotor steel pole pieces modulate the
generated magnetic fields of the rotors and stator in the inner
and outer air gap.

2) Second, the outer rotor steel pole pieces modulate the
generated magnetic fields of the rotors in the outer air gap.
Finally, the bi-directional flux modulating effect produces
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FIGURE 3. Structure of MGPM machines and novel structure
(a) dual-layer PM excitations (b) Halbach PM arrays (c)
Bread-Loaf-shaped PM (d) the proposed novel MGPM machine.

a strong coupling between the magnetic fields of outer and
inner rotor and inner stator.

Therefore, in the proposed structure, there are 2 strength
types of the magnetic field: enhanced and reduced magnetic
fields in the air gaps.

1) Enhanced magnetic fields in the air gaps
There are three reasons for this phenomenon and they are

explained as follows:
a) As shown in Fig. 3(d), by changing the magnetization

directions of the outer rotor PMs similar to Halbach PM
arrays, it is expected that the magnetic fields in the outer
air gap is enhanced. However, the magnetic fields in the
outer rotor core are reduced. These weakened magnetic fields
lead to the selection of a core with less width for outer
rotor.

b) PM magnetization directions in the inner rotor are
arranged as Halbach PM arrays in order to enhance the mag-
netic field in the outer air gap. Furthermore, these enhanced
magnetic fields are modulated by the outer rotor steel pole
pieces in order to induce the effective magnetic field in the
outer air gap owing to the bi-directional flux modulating
effect.

c) In the outer rotor, the Bread-Loaf shaped PM plays a
role similar to Halbach PM arrays. As shown in Fig. 3(c),
edges of PM sections are clipped. The Bread-Loaf shaped PM
causes enhancement of the magnetic fields in the outer air
gap and decreases the magnetic fields in the outer rotor core.

Moreover, the Bread-Loaf shaped PM can decrease the torque
ripple since the magnetic fields in the outer air gap are more
sinusoidal.

2) Reduced magnetic fields in the outer rotor core and the
inner air gap

In the inner air gap, the magnetic fields created by inner
rotor PMs are decreased in the inner air gap via the Halbach
PM array, since the harmonic order of the magnetic fields
has low impact on torque density. These weakened magnetic
fields are artfully chosen in this structure in order to decrease
torque ripple considerably. These reduced magnetic fields
are another novelty of the proposed structure. Furthermore,
the Bread-Loaf-shaped PM is employed on the outer rotor
PMs. Then, the strength of magnetic flux toward the outer
rotor core is decreased. Therefore, this change in the shape of
PM decreases torque ripple and decreases the probability of
saturation in the cores.

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED MGPM
MACHINE
In this study, the proposed structure improves the effects of
magnetic fields in the air gaps in order to increase the torque
density and decrease the torque ripple. Moreover, magnetic
fluxes in the outer air gap are augmented and the magnetic
fluxes in the inner air gap are decreased, in order to improve
the effects of magnetic fields in the air gaps. These changes
in the magnetic fluxes in the air gaps are achievable via
Halbach PM array. In contrast, themagnetic fields in the outer
rotor core are reduced via Bread-Loaf-shaped PM in order to
decrease the torque ripple.

A. PROPOSED DESIGN FLOW CHART FOR MGPM
MACHINES
The design flowchart for MGPM machines is proposed
in Fig. 4.

Step1: Determination of design specifications
In the magnetic gears, the fundamental harmonics of mag-

netic fields in the air gaps play the main role in producing
torque. Similarly, other harmonics ofmagnetic fields in the air
gaps cause negative effects, such as increasing torque ripple,
speed fluctuations, and vibrations. In this study, the novel
structure of MGPM is proposed, which will be a suitable
alternative to gears in a wide spectrum of industries. For
a fair comparison, the simulation models are executed with
the same specification, such as that of the total PM volume,
overall radius, and air gap length. In other words, only the
structures of the PMs in these machines are changed. Because
the magnetic energy is related to the volume of the PM, in this
study, the total volume of PMs through the comparison of
the MGPM machines is considered constant. Subsequently,
according to the equal total volume of machines, the volume
of steel in these machines can be calculated.
Step2: Determination of core material Silicon Steels are

the most popular materials in machinery industries. There-
fore, these silicon steels are available in an array of grades
and thicknesses, such as M19, M27, M36, and M43. In these
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FIGURE 4. Proposed design flow chart for MGPM machine.

grades, order of maximum core loss has direct relation to M
numbers. Despite the core loss being increased by increase in
M numbers, the cost of core material is decreased. Therefore,
M43 material core is chosen for MGPM machines in this
study in order to decrease the cost of the machines. Further-
more, in order to obtain complete advantage of a laminated
core, the laminations should be insulated from each other.
Step3: Design of the rotors The MGPM machine consists

of one stator and the inner and outer rotors.
Therefore, the design of these MGPM machines is imple-

mented based on following equations[50]:
Pm,k = |mP+ kNs|

m = 1, 3, 5, . . . ,∞
k = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±∞

(1)

where Pm,k is the number of pole-pairs in the space harmonic
flux density distribution and P is the number of pole pairs of
the permanent magnet; m and k represent the orders of the
space harmonic and Ns is the number of ferromagnetic pole
pieces in the inner rotor.

The relationship between the number of pole pairs is pre-
sented as follows: [11].

Ns = Ps + Pr (2)

where, Pr and Ps are the number of pole pairs of outer rotor
and stator, respectively. In this study, the parameters are
Ps = 6, Pr =19, Ns =25. The relationship between speeds
is as follows [11]:

�r (m, k) =
mPs

mPs + kNs
�s +

kNs
mPs + kNs

�ml (3)

where�r,�ml, and�s are the speed of the outer rotor, speed
of the inner rotor, and rotating speed of magnetic field of
the stator winding current, respectively. If the inner rotor is
stationary, the gear ratio is expressed as follows [51]:

N (m, k) =
mPs + kNs

mPs
(4)

The relationship between the mechanical rotating fre-
quency of the motor (F) and the stator frequency (f) can be
expressed as follows [11]:

f = F .Pr/Ps (5)

Step 3-1: Design of inner rotor In the conventional MGPM
machine, there are only steel pole-pieces in the inner rotor
owing to the magnetic field modulation. In the inner rotor of
the proposed structure, PMs and steel pole pieces are placed
close together and create an array of PMs-steel pole pieces.

In this study, the radius of the inner rotor of the MGPM
machines is selected based on higher torque. Furthermore,
for fair comparison, the total PM volume is assumed to be
484 cm3. Therefore, this condition must be satisfied in the
proposed structure. In the other words, the PM volume of
inner and outer rotor must be optimized.

The fundamental component of the magneto motive
force (MMF) of the PM is as follows [52]:

FPM (θ ) ≈ FPM1 cosPr (θ − θr ) (6)

where, FPM1 is the amplitude of the fundamental component
of the MMF of the PM, θ and θr are the mechanical angels on
the stator and the rotor position, respectively [52].

The air gap permeance coefficient in the magnetic
geared-PM machines can be expressed as [52]:

P(θ) ≈ P0 + P1 cosNs(θ − θm) (7)

where, P0 and P1 are the zero- and first order harmonics
of the air gap permeance coefficient, respectively, θm is the
modulation layer position. In the (7), the saturation of the
steel pole pieces and magnetic resistance are neglected.

By neglecting the higher order component than Pr, the flux
density of the open circuit air gap is expressed as:

BPM (θ ) = FPM (θ )P(θ )

≈ BPM0 cosPr (θ − θr )

+BPM1 cos[(Pr − Ns)θ − Prθr + Nsθm] (8)

where,

BPM1 = (
FPM1P1

2
) (9)

BPM0 = FPM1P0 (10)
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The inner rotor torque is expressed via following equa-
tions [52]:

Tir = +(
π

2
√
2
)kw1A(

Pr
Ps

)Bpm1D2
l Lstack (11)

where,

A = (
6
πDl

)NtsIph (12)

where, A is the electric loading, Nts is the number of the series
turns of winding, Iph is the root mean square (RMS) value
of the current of per phase, Dl is the outer diameter of inner
stator, and kw1 is the fundamental winding factor and Lstack
is the length of the lamination [52].
Step3-2: Design of outer rotor The thickness of outer rotor

PMs and radius of the outer rotor are justified to produce
higher torque and even prevent core saturation. In the pro-
posed structure, the outer rotor is similar to the inner rotor;
the outer rotor consists of PMs and steel pole pieces, which
are placed next to each other in an array. Hence, the calcu-
lation of the outer rotor PM volume is similar to that of the
inner rotor. The outer rotor torque is expressed by following
equation [52]:

Tor = −(
π

2
√
2
)kw1A(

Nts
Ps

)Bpm1D2
l Lstack (13)

Step4: Design of coil of stator In this study, the torque of
the machines is controlled via coil current, according to (8)
and (9). As expressed in (8) and (9), torques of the MGPM
machines has a direct relation with the amplitude of current
of the stator. Furthermore, these equations are combined to
form the following equation:

Tor
Tir
= −

Ns
Pr

(14)

Therefore, it is shown that the torque of the inner rotor
and the outer rotor are related. Hence, torques of the MGPM
machine can be controlled by changing the amplitude of
current. In addition, the currents of the coil of stator create
the required magnetic fields in the inner air gap in order to
produce the torques. In this step, after changing current of
the stator, the rule of Bmax>Bsaturated should be satisfied
for all segments of the machines such as inner and outer rotor
and stator core.

1) Step5: Design of MGPM machines using FEA
All MGPM machines are simulated in the Ansys software,
and the resulting data are analyzed using the MATLAB soft-
ware.

2) Step6: Determination of initial outer rotor position
In general, theMGPMmachinesmust supply the torque of the
load in steady state. Thereafter, the torque in the steady state
can operate near maximum. Therefore, in order to achieve
this torque in the simulation, the initial position of the rotors
should be determined.

B. MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE MGPM MACHINES
In general, the magnetic fields play a vital role in magnetic
gears. In these machines, magnetic fields in the air gaps
interact with each other in order to produce torque. The torque
of the inner and outer rotor of the machines as a function of
magnetic fields is calculated as follows [17]:

Tir = (
LstackR2in
µ0

)
∫ 2π

0
BrinBθ indθ (15)

Tor = (
LstackR2out
µ0

)
∫ 2π

0
BroutBθoutdθ (16)

where Rin and Rout are radius of inner and outer air gap,
respectively. As illustrated in [17], it can be found that the
flux densities in the air gaps are the sum of infinite harmonic
terms. Each term of the flux densities in the certain current
value are expressed as follows:

Brin = δi cos(Pmθ + α) (17)

Bθ in = εi sin(Pnθ + β) (18)

Brout = γi cos(Pmθ + α) (19)

Bθ in = ζi sin(Pnθ + β) (20)

where Pm and Pn are the spatial harmonic component of the
radial and tangential flux density, respectively, δi, εi, γi and
ζi are the coefficients which depend on the current value,
and α and β are the phase angles of the magnetic field.
By combining (17) and (18) in (15), the following expression
can be derived [17]:{

Tir = δiεiπ sin(β − α) Pn = Pm
Tir = 0 Pn 6= Pm

(21)

Similarly, the outer rotor torque is similar to (21). Thus,
the same magnetic field harmonic component can produce
torque.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELDS HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF NOVEL
STRUCTURE
Radial flux density of the inner and outer air gap of
DL-MGPM and HDL-MGPM are shown in Fig. 5 and 6,
respectively. In these figures, the magnetic field is produced
by the stator windings and PMs, which are placed in the inner
and outer rotors.

As shown in Fig. 5, in the proposed structure, the 6th

harmonic component of Flux Density in the inner air gap is
effective since it is the main harmonic. Thereafter, this har-
monic component is augmented via employing the Halbach
PM array on the outer rotor PMs, such that their magnetic
fluxes are concentrated toward the inner air gap. These mag-
netic fluxes are modulated by the inner rotor steel pole pieces.
Thereafter, the magnetic fluxes via 6th harmonic component
are created in the inner air gap.

Thus, the augmented magnetic fluxes which are produced
by outer rotor PMs enhance the magnetic fluxes in the inner
air gap. Therefore, the flux of the inner rotor PMs is modu-
lated via both outer and inner steel pole pieces. Furthermore,
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FIGURE 5. Radial flux densities of DL-MGPM and HDL-MGPM in the inner
air gap.

FIGURE 6. Radial flux densities of DL-MGPM machine and HDL-MGPM
machine in the outer air gap.

the 19th harmonic component of magnetic flux in the inner
air gap is augmented.

In contrast, the amplitude of 25th harmonic component
of the magnetic flux is decreased considerably because of
applying Halbach PM array in the inner rotor PMs, where the
magnetic fluxes are dissipated in the inner air gap, although
they are focused in the outer air gap.

As shown in Fig. 6, in the proposed structure, the 6th,
19th, and 25th harmonic components of the magnetic flux are
augmented since magnetization directions of the inner and

FIGURE 7. MGPM machines: (a) CSL- MGPM (b) HSL-MGPM
(c) IPMSL-MGPM.

FIGURE 8. Flux linkage waveforms.

FIGURE 9. Induced back-EMF waveforms: (a) With outer rotor at 480 rpm
(b) with outer rotor at different speed.

outer rotor PMs are arranged based on Halbach PM array in
order to concentrate the magnetic fluxes in the outer air gap.
In the outer air gap, the 19th and 25th harmonic components
are useful and effective in producing torque.

Therefore, the magnetic fluxes in the proposed structure
are improved in the air gaps in order to produce higher torque
compared to other MGPM machines.

V. PARAMETERS OF THE MGPM MACHINES
In order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
structure, a quantitative comparison of the proposed struc-
ture with the DL-MGPM, conventional single-layer MGPM
(CSL-MGPM) [8], Halbach PM arrays single-layer MGPM
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TABLE 1. Design Parameters.

(HSL-MGPM), and IPM single-layer MGPM (IPMSL-
MGPM) is performed. The Figs. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) show
the CSL-MGPM, the HSL-MGPM, and the IPMSL-MGPM,
re-spectively.

For fair comparison, the overall radius of the MGPM
machines, axial stack length, and the PM and copper volume
are supposed to be constant for all machines. The major
parameters of these MGPM machines are listed in Table 1.

VI. COMPARISON OF DESIGNS
The comparisons are performed assuming the outer rotor
rotates at 480 rpm. In this case, the flux linkages and no load
back-EMF are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. As shown
in Figures 8 and 9, the flux linkages and no load Back-EMF
are close to sinusoidal waveform; the proposed structure has
the highest value, and CSL-MGPM has the lowest one.

The frequency of the induced voltage and the flux linkage
is 152 Hz, which can be calculated from (5). It is shown that
the RMS value of the back-EMF of the proposed structure,

FIGURE 10. Electromagnetic torque waveforms of outer rotor:
(a) Torque–angle curves (b) steady state.

FIGURE 11. Torque-current density waveforms.

the IPMSL-MGPM, the DL-MGPM, the HSL-MGPM, and
the CSL-MGPM are 168.9 V, 154 V, 139 V, 125.2 V, and
110.6 V, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 9(b) the voltage
of the proposed structure is higher than others at all speeds.

The torque of the MGPM machines is shown
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) in equal conditions, such that
the 8 A/mm2 sinusoidal three phase current has 152 Hz
frequency, and the outer rotor rotates at 480 rpm. As a
result, the structure of HDL-MGPM increases the torque
density considerably, which is 42.3%, 26%, 20%, and 5.3%
higher than CSL-MGPM, HSL-MGPM, DL-MGPM, and
IPM-MGPM, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 11, Owing to the saturation effect of
the stator core and slots, the rise in torque was not linear
with respect to current density. It is shown that the dramatic
decrease in rate of increasing torque owing to higher cur-
rent density leads to core and slots saturation. Therefore,
the current density is selected as 8 A/mm2 because it is the
knee–point of the torque–current curve.

The flux densities of machines with current density
8 A/mm2 are illustrated in Fig.12.

As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed structure increases the
effect of the inner rotor on the torque density, more than
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FIGURE 12. The flux densities of machines: (a) CSL-MGPM (b) HSL-MGPM
(c) IPMSL-MGPM (d) DL-MGPM (e) HDL-MGPM.

FIGURE 13. Effect of the inner and outer rotor PMs on the
electromagnetic torque waveforms.

TABLE 2. Specifications of MGPM Machines.

that by the DL-MGPM, by using Halbach PM arrays in the
inner and outer rotor PMs. Therefore, 40% of the torque

FIGURE 14. Core loss and output power and efficiency and power factor
of these machines vs speed.

of the proposed structure is produced by the inner rotor.
In the proposed structure, the inner and outer rotor effects are
increased by 7.3% and 5.2%, respectively, in comparisonwith
the DL-MGPM.

According to Table 2, the torque ripple of theDL-MGPM is
higher compared to other MGPMmachines, but the proposed
structure reduces the torque ripple in comparison with the
DL-MGPM. Furthermore, the torque density of these MGs
can be more than 150 kNm/m3, if the current have been
increased and the dimensions have been changed.

The core loss and output power and efficiency and power
factor of these machines are illustrated in the Fig. 14.

VII. EFFECT OF GEOMETRY PARAMETERS ON THE
PROPOSED MGPM MACHINE
The effects of inner and outer rotor thickness and outer and
inner rotor PM ratio (DPM/Dst) on the torque of the proposed
structure are investigated.
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FIGURE 15. Torque of the outer rotor versus the inner and outer rotor
thickness, and the PM ratio (DPM/Dst).

As shown in Fig. 15(b), by increasing the thickness of
inner and outer rotor, the torque of the machine is increased.
As shown in Figs. 15(c) and 15(d), in order to create a
higher torque in the proposed structure, the ratio of the PMs
to the steel pole pieces (DPM/Dst) in the inner and outer
rotors should be approximately equal (approximately 100%).
In Fig. 16, the effect of other geometry parameters on torque
of the proposed structure is shown.

VIII. EFFECT OF MAGNETIZATION DIRECTIONS ON THE
PROPOSED MGPM MACHINE
Magnetization direction of the Halbach PM array of the
inner and outer rotor PMs are shown in Fig. 17. As shown
in Figures 18 and 19, by increasing the angle between

FIGURE 16. Torque of the proposed structure versus the geometry
parameters.

FIGURE 17. Magnetization direction of the Halbach PM array of the inner
and outer rotor PMs.

FIGURE 18. Average torque vs Magnetization direction of the Halbach PM
array of the inner and outer rotor PMs.

FIGURE 19. Torque-angle waveforms.

magnetization direction of PMs and the PM axis from 0 to
45 degree, the average torque is increased. However, by going
beyond the 45 degree, the average torque experiences a
decline. As illustrated in Fig. 19, it is obvious that 0 degree
is the same as the Halbach PM arrays by 2 segments per pole
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FIGURE 20. Torque vs time characteristic.

FIGURE 21. Torque ripple-angle waveforms.

FIGURE 22. Electromagnetic torque curves.

and 90 degrees is the same as the DL-MGPM. The torque–
time curve of the MGPM machines is shown in Fig. 20. It is
noted that the θ1 and θ2 are supposed to be the same in the
Figures 19, 20 and 21.

In the proposed structure, the mentioned angle is selected
as 45 degree in order to create the best Halbach PM arrays
on the inner and outer rotor PMs. Therefore, as expected the
torque of machine via the Halbach PM arrays by 3 segments
per pole is greater than that via the Halbach PM arrays by
2 segments per pole, which is shown in Fig. 20. The Halbach
PM array by 3 segments per pole is the highest waveform
in Fig. 20. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 21, the torque ripple
versus angle is approximately constant.

IX. EFFECT OF MATERIALS OF THE LAYERS CORE ON THE
PROPOSED MGPM MACHINE
The Fig. 22 can be achieved if the type of the core layer is
changed and different types of PMs are used. It is shown
that the amplitude of the torque density has increased by

FIGURE 23. Induced back-EMF waveforms.

FIGURE 24. Flux linkage waveforms.

FIGURE 25. Magnetic fluxes of (a) Bread-Loaf-shaped magnet
(b) Rectangle-Shaped Magnet (c) HDL-MGPM with Bread-Loaf shaped
magnet (d) HDL-MGPM with Rectangle Shaped Magnet.

30 N.m. (11%) when the type of the layer is changed from
steel to iron. Furthermore, by selecting the iron core instead
of steel core, the torque ripple of themachine has increased by
41%, which is a disadvantage of the iron core. Additionally,
by changing the type of the PMs from NdFeB to SmCo,
the electromagnetic torque is reduced by 8%, and the torque
ripple is decreased by 17%.

In addition, as shown in Figs. 23 and 24, the back-EMF
voltage is higher when iron is selected as the core layer rather
than steel since the flux of the machine is higher.

X. EFFECT OF BREAD-LOAF SHAPED PM IN THE
PROPOSED STRUCTURE
The structure of dual-layer increases the torque of the
machine considerably, and the torque ripple is increased
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FIGURE 26. Torque of the HDL-MGPM machine.

TABLE 3. Effect Of The Shape Of The Magnet On Torque.

FIGURE 27. Cross section of the proposed MGPM machine.

FIGURE 28. Operation of E-CVT.

intrinsically. Subsequently, there is a need for design-
ing a new structure in order to decrease the torque rip-
ple of the machine. Therefore, in the proposed structure,
the Bread-Loaf shaped PM is employed on the outer rotor
PMs. As shown in Fig. 25, the magnetic fields in the outer
air gap adjacent to the outer rotor PMs are augmented in
order to enhance the torque density and reduce the torque
ripple. Then, the torque of the proposed structure is improved
as shown in Fig. 26. Furthermore, the effect of the shape
of magnet on torque ripple and cogging torque is shown
in Table 3.

XI. ELECTRIC CONTINUOUS VARIABLE TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM
Furthermore, the proposed MGPM machine can act as an
E-CVT in order to perform the power transmission between
the inner and outer rotor and stator continuously. As shown
in Fig. 27, this novel structure can be utilized in hybrid
electric vehicles instead of planetary gear set and the gener-
ator (or motor), which is connected to the sun gear. In this
way, the inner and outer rotor can be controlled with the
coil current as in (6) and (10). Hence, the gear ratio can be
changed by controlling the frequency of the coil current. As
shown in Fig. 28, the output power remains constant when the
inner rotor speed rises up.

XII. CONCLUSION
MGs have high efficiency, inherent overload protection,
and no need for lubrication; however, they suffer from the
low torque density. Hence, the significant contribution of
this study is the proposal of the novel high torque density
MGPM machine structure. Furthermore, the proposed struc-
ture reduces the torque ripple and decreases the probability
of core saturation. In contrast, some structures have been
presented in order to increase the torque density. Hence, it is
noteworthy that fair comparison is implemented in this study.
Moreover, it is illustrated that the torque of the proposed
structure is 42.3%, 26%, 20%, and 5.3% higher than that
of the CSL-MGPM, HSL-MGPM, DL-MGPM, and IPM-
MGPM, respectively. Thereafter, the effects of some key
parameters on the proposed structure performance and the
E-CVT operation are investigated.
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